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Abstract
In this poster presentation we will address
issues related to collecting, preserving, and
providing access to the scholarly and
creative output of graduate students in the
disciplines of fine arts (music, art, theater)
and design. At the University of Florida,
students finishing doctoral programs in
these disciplines produce dissertations that
follow the standard ETD procedures as all
other disciplines at the university. Students
in the masters programs, however, follow
for the most part a different path,
producing final creative projects of varying
formats.
The process of shepherding these projects,
their authors, and related departments
through the desirable transition from printbased production to creation of “born
digital” projects presents special
challenges, as does the subsequent
processing and management of these
specialized collections.
Topics addressed will include the evolution
of standards and guidelines related to these
projects, workflow, communication among
stakeholders, copyright, and format issues.

Programs Involved
•Art Education (print or digital option)
•Studio Art (digital)
•Museum Studies (print or digital option)
•Architecture (print)
•Landscape Architecture (digital)
•Building Construction (print)
•Urban and Regional Planning (print)
•Theatre (print)
•Dance (print)
•Music Performance (print w/media)
•Music Composition (print w/media)
•Music Conducting (print or digital option w/media)
•Music Education (print or digital option)
•Sacred Music (print)

Partners
•Graduate Student Authors
•Faculty
•College Administrator
•Librarians
•IR Coordinator
•Graduate School Editorial Office

Theatre project, M. Doyle, 2006

Challenges
•Copyright considerations for image and performance rights
•Quality of recordings for performance-based projects
•Quality of reproductions for image-based projects
•Disciplines with a strong preference for print/analog formats
•Creative approaches to production of projects are valued
•Projects do not follow the same editorial/submission path as typical ETDs

Possible Solutions
•Providing students with guidance on copyright clearance/fair use
•Provide students with alternatives such as Creative Commons content, Images for
Academic Publishing (IAP), etc.
•Technological advances in sound/image reproduction (high-definition, 3D, etc.)
•Appeal to students’ desire for sustainable processes and products
•Electronic format provides mechanism for exchange of ideas with a global
audience
•Digital tools will become more available/ubiquitous (e.g., drafting vs. CAD)
•Development of a self-submission template for design and arts-related disciplines
to accommodate variations in the certification processes and provide tracking for
candidates’ departments and the library

Minimum Metadata Requirements
•Title
•Author
•Year of Publication
•Name of Degree
•Faculty Advisor(s)
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